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IDIOMS & PHRASES PART - II 

Go bananas Become extremely angry or excited, go mad. 

Informal 

Second banana The second most important person in an 

organization or activity, 

Top banana The most important person in an organization 

or activity, 

When the band begins to play When matters become serious. 

Jump on the bandwagon Join others in doing something or supporting 

a cause that is fashionable or likely to be 

successful. 

Bang for your (or the) buck Value for money; performance for cost. 

Bang goes Used to express the sudden or complete 

destruction of something, especially a plan or 

ambition. 

Bang on Exactly right 

Bang people's heads together Reprimand people severely, especially in the 

attempt to make them stop arguing. 

Get a bang out of Derive excitement or pleasure from. 

Go with a bang Happen with obvious success 

Break the bank (In gambling) win more money than is held 

by the bank. 

Under the banner of Claiming to support a particular cause or set 

of ideas. 

A baptism of fire A difficult introduction to a new job or 

activity. 

Bar none With no exceptions 

The bare bones The basic facts about something, without any 

detail 

Bark up the wrong tree Pursue a mistaken or misguided line of 

thought or course of 

Action, 

Someone's bark is worse than their bite Someone is not as ferocious as they appear 

Or sound. 

A barrel of laughs A source of fun or amusement, 

Get someone over a barrel Get someone in a helpless position; have 

someone at your 

Mercy, 

With both barrels With unrestrained force or emotion, 

Man (or go to) the barricades Strongly protest against a government or 

other institution or its policy. 

Get to first base Achieve the first step towards your objective, 

Touch base Briefly make or renew contact with someone 

or something, 
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Back to basics Abandoning complication and sophistication 
to concentrate on the most essential aspects of 

Something. 

Have bats in the (or your) belfry Be eccentric or crazy 

Like a bat out of hell Very fast and wildly 

Not bat an eyelid Show no emotional or other reaction 

Off your own bat At your own instigation; spontaneously. 

Right off the bat At the very beginning; straight away. 

With bated breath  

 

In great suspense; very anxiously or excitedly 

An early bath The sending off of a sports player during a 

game. 

Pass (or hand) on the baton Hand over a particular duty or responsibility 

Under the baton of Conducted by 

Batten down the hatches Prepare for a difficulty or crisis. 

Battle of the giants A contest between two pre-eminent parties. 

Battle royal A fiercely contested fight or dispute 

Battle stations Used as a command or signal to military 

personnel to take up their positions in 

preparation for battle 

Half the battle An important step towards achieving 

something. 

Bay for blood Demand punishment or retribution. 

Bring someone or something to bay Trap or corner a person or animal being 

hunted or chased. 

Hold (or keep) someone or something at 

Bay 

Prevent someone or something from 

approaching or having an effect. 

Be there for someone Be available to support or comfort someone 

who is experiencing difficulties or adversities. 

The be-all and end-all A feature of an activity or a way of life that is 

of greater importance than any other, 

Draw (or get) a bead on Take aim at with a gun. 

A beam in your eye A fault that is greater in yourself than in the 

person you are finding fault with. 

Off (or way off) beam On the wrong track; 

On your beam ends Near the end of your resources; desperate. 

Full of beans Lively; in high spirits, 

Give someone beans Scold or deal severely with a person 

A hill (or row) of beans Something of little importance or value 

Know how many beans make five Be intelligent; have your wits about you. 

Not have a bean Be penniless, 

Like a bear with a sore head Very irritable. 

Loaded for bear Fully prepared for any eventuality, typically a 

confrontation or challenge. 

Beard the lion in his den Confront or challenge someone on their own 
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Ground. 

Beat a hasty retreat Withdraw, typically in order to avoid 

something unpleasant. 

Beat about the bush Discuss a matter without coming to the point; 

be ineffectual and waste time. 

Beat someone at their own game Use someone's own methods to outdo them in 

Their chosen activity. 

Beat the bushes Search thoroughly. 

Beat the clock Perform a task quickly or within a fixed time 

limit. 

Beat the pants off Prove to be vastly superior to. 

Beat a path to someone's door Hasten to make contact with someone 

regarded as interesting or inspiring. 

Beat the system Succeed in finding a means of getting round 

rules, regulations, or other means of control. 

Beat someone to it Succeed in doing something or getting 

somewhere before someone else, to their 

annoyance. 

If you can't beat them, join them If you are unable to outdo rivals in some 

endeavor, you might as well cooperate with 

them and gain whatever advantage possible 

by doing so. 

To beat the band In such a way as to surpass all competition. 

Beaten (or pipped) at the post Defeated at the last moment. 

Off the beaten track (or path) In or into an isolated place, 

The beautiful people Fashionable, glamorous, and privileged 

people, 

The body beautiful An ideal of physical beauty. 

Work like a beaver Work steadily and industriously, 

At someone's beck and call Always having to be ready to obey someone's 

orders immediately. 

Bed and breakfast Overnight accommodation and breakfast next 

Morning as offered by hotels etc. 

A bed of nails A problematic or uncomfortable situation. 

A bed of roses A situation or activity that is comfortable or 

easy. 

Get out of bed on the wrong side Be bad tempered all day long. 

In bed with Having sexual intercourse with, 

Between you and me and the bedpost In strict confidence, 

Bedside manner A doctor's approach or attitude to a patient. 

The bee's knees Something or someone outstandingly good, 

Have a bee in your bonnet Have an obsessive preoccupation with 

something, 

Make a beeline for Go rapidly and directly towards. 

Beer and skittles Amusement. 
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Beg the question Raise a point that has not been dealt with; 
invite an obvious question, 

Beggar belief Be too 

Extraordinary to be believed 

Beggar on horseback A formerly poor person made arrogant or 

corrupt through achieving wealth and luxury. 

Go begging Be available. 

Beginner's luck Good luck supposedly experienced by a 

beginner at a particular game or activity. 

The beginning of the end The event or development to which the 

conclusion or failure of something can be 

traced. 

Beat the bejesus out of someone Hit someone very hard or for a long time. 

Scare the bejesus out of someone Frighten someone very much. 

Bell, book, and candle A formula for laying a curse on someone. 

Bell the cat Take the danger of a shared enterprise upon 

yourself. 

Bells and whistles Attractive additional features or trimmings, 

As clear (or sound) as a bell Perfectly clear 

Give someone a bell Telephone someone. 

Ring a bell Revive a distant recollection; sound familiar, 

With bells on Enthusiastically. 

Belle of the ball The most admired and successful woman on a 

particular occasion. 

Go belly up Go bankrupt, 

Have a bellyful of Become impatient after prolonged experience 

of someone or something, 

Below stairs In the basement of a house, in particular as 

the part occupied by servants. 

Below the belt Unfair or unfairly; not in keeping with the 

rules. 

Belt and braces Providing double security by using 

Two means to achieve the same end. 

Tighten your belt Cut your expenditure; live more frugally. 

Under your belt Safely or satisfactorily achieved, experienced, 

or acquired. 

Bend someone's ear Talk to someone, especially with great 

eagerness or in order to ask a favour, 

Bend your elbow Drink alcohol. 

Round the bend Crazy; mad. 

On bended knee Kneeling, especially when pleading or 

showing great respect. 

Give someone the benefit of Explain or recount to someone at length 
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The benefit of the doubt A concession that someone or something 
must be regarded as correct or justified, if the 

contrary has not been proved. 

A Benjamin's portion The largest share or portion. 

Bent out of shape Angry or agitated. 

Give someone or something a wide berth Stay away from someone or something. 

Besetting sin A fault to which a person or institution is 

especially prone; a characteristic weakness. 

Beside yourself Overcome with worry, grief, or anger; 

distraught. 

Give someone or something best Admit the superiority of; give way to. 

Make the best of it Derive what limited advantage you can from 

something unsatisfactory or unwelcome, 

Your best bet The most favorable option available in 

particular circumstances. 

Six of the best A caning as a punishment, traditionally with 

six strokes of the cane. 

All bets are off The outcome of a particular situation is 

unpredictable, 

Don't bet on it Used to express doubt about an assertion or 

situation, 

You can bet your boots You may be absolutely certain, 

Bet the farm Risk everything that you own on a bet, 

investment, or enterprise. 

Better the devil you know It's wiser to deal with an undesirable but 

familiar person or situation than to risk a 

change that might lead to a situation with 

worse difficulties or a person whose faults 

you have yet to discover. 

Better late than never It's preferable for something to happen or be 

done belatedly than not at all. 

Better safe than sorry It's wiser to be cautious and careful than to be 

hasty or rash and so do something that you 

may later regret. 

Get the better of Win an advantage over someone; defeat or 

outwit someone. 

Go one better Narrowly surpass a previous effort or 

achievement. 

No better than you should (or ought to) be Regarded as sexually promiscuous or of 

Doubtful moral character. 

Your better half Your husband or wife. 

The betting is that It is likely that, 

Betwixt and between Neither one thing nor the other, 

It's beyond me It's too astonishing, puzzling, etc. For me to 

understand or explain 

Your best bib and tucker Your best clothes 
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Big bickies Large sum of money 

Bide your time Wait quietly for a good opportunity. 

A big cheese An important and influential person 

Big deal An important or impressive event. 

The big five A name given by hunters to the five largest 

and most dangerous African mammals 

The big lie A gross distortion or misrepresentation 

Of the facts, especially when used as a 

propaganda device by a politician or official 

body. 

The big smoke Any large town, 

Give someone the big e Reject someone, typically in an insensitive or 

dismissive way. 

Make it big Become very successful or famous, 

Talk big Talk confidently or boastfully, 

Think big Be ambitious, 

Too big for your boots Conceited, 

Get off your bike Become annoyed. 

Bill and coo Exchange caresses or affectionate words; 

behave or talk in a very loving or sentimental 

way. 

A clean bill of health A declaration or confirmation that someone is 

healthy or something is in good condition. 

Foot the bill Be responsible for paying for something. 

Sell someone a bill of goods Deceive or swindle someone, usually by 

persuading them to accept something untrue 

or undesirable. 

Top (or head) the bill Be the main performer or act in a show, play, 

etc. 

Like billy-o Very much, hard, or strongly. 

The bird has flown The person you are looking for has escaped or 

gone away. 

A bird in hand Something that you have securely or are sure 

of. 

A bird of passage Someone who is always moving on. 

A bird's-eye view A general view from above. 

The birds and the bees Basic facts about sex and reproduction as told 

to a child, 

Birds of a feather People with similar tastes, interests, etc. 

Do bird Serve a prison sentence. 

Flip someone the bird Stick your middle finger up at someone as a 

sign of contempt or anger. 

Give someone (or get) the bird Boo or jeer at someone 

Have a bird Be very shocked or agitated. 
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A little bird told me Used as a teasing way of saying that you do 
not intend to divulge how you came to know 

something. 

Strictly for the birds Not worth consideration; unimportant, 

In your birthday suit Naked, 

Have had the biscuit Be no longer good for anything; be done for. 

A bit much Somewhat excessive or unreasonable. 

A bit of all right Pleasing person or thing, especially a woman 

regarded sexually. 

Bit of fluff A woman regarded in sexual terms. 

Bit on the side A person with whom you are unfaithful to 

your partner. 

Bits and pieces An assortment of small or unspecified items. 

Do your bit Make a useful contribution to an effort or 

cause, 

Get the bit between your teeth Begin to tackle a problem or task in a 

determined or independent way. 

To bits Very much, 

Bite someone's head off Respond curtly or angrily. 

Bite the big one Die 

Bite the bullet Face up to doing something difficult or 

unpleasant; stoically avoid showing fear or 

distress. 

Bite the dust Be killed 

Bite the hand that feeds you Deliberately hurt or offend a benefactor; act 

Ungratefully. 
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